Ihe profession disagreed about a lot of things. Whether seven was a better dumber than fourteen. Whether bleeding the patient when the moon was waxing tI^S more effective than leeching when the moon was on the wane. But on one ftlng they were united. Medicine was a mystery?and the more mysterious it c?uld be kept the better. The idea of taking the public into their confidence simply neyer occurred to them. They were engaged in the practice of magic. And There are, of course, very real difficulties in presentation. In the modern world here is a fabulous proliferation of experts and specialists. In medicine and indeed every other subject they are all addicted to jargon. It is all highly technical, ighly scientific and regrettably obscurantist. The message may be admirable ut it usually squelches along in a bog of jargon which might have been devised 0 achieve the maximum of words and the minimum of intelligibility. 
